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Charge exchange contribution

1, 2001

to the decay of the ring current

measured by energetic neutral atoms (ENAs)
A.M. Jorõensen,
1 M. G. Henderson,
1 E. C. Roelof,2 G. D. Reeves,
1 andH. E. Spence
a
Abstract. In this paper we calculate the contribution of charge exchangeto the
decay of the ring current. Past works have suggestedthat charge exchangeof ring
current protons is primarily responsiblefor the decay of the ring current during the
late recoveryphase, but there is still much debate about the fast decay of the early

recoveryphase.We useenergeticneutral atom (ENA) measurements
from Polar to
calculate the total ENA energy escape. To get the total ENA escapewe apply a
forward modeling technique, and to estimate the total ring current energy escapewe
use the Dessler-Parker-Sckopkerelationship. We find that during the late recovery
phase of the March 10, 1998 storm ENAs with energiesgreater than 17.5 keV can
account for 75% of the estimated energy loss from the ring current. During the
fast recovery the measured ENAs can only account for a small portion of the total
energy loss. We also find that the lifetime of the trapped ions is significantly shorter
during the fast recovery phase than during the late recovery phase, suggestingthat
different processesare operating during the two phases.
1. Introduction

Moritz [1972]and Mizera andBlake [19731first sug-

gestedthat low-altitude particle populationsoriginated
In this paper we calculate the contribution of charge
from the ring current through chargeexchange,but the
exchangeto the decay of the ring current. We do this
first direct measurements of ENAs were reported by

through the analysis of measurementsof energetic neu-

tral atoms(ENAs), whichare the direct productof the
charge exchange reaction.
The mechanisms responsible for the decay of the
storm time ring current are still a matter of de-

Hovestadtand Scholer[1976]. Roelofet al. [1985]analyzed completestormsand were able to associatethe
ENA flux measured with the decay rate of the ring cur-

rent, concludingthat the ENA emissionwas roughly
equal to the energy loss from the ring current. Most
bate. Hamilton et al. [1988] suggested,based on
recently,Jorgensenet al. [1997]showedthat the ENA
AMPTE/CCE measurements,
that the initial rapid decount rate from the Polar satellite, when corrected for
cay of the ring current was due to charge exchange of
orbital motion, exhibited a rough proportionality with
O+, while the slowerdecaywas due to chargeexchange
the D st index, not only for singlestorms, but over long
of H+. Daglis[1997]obtainedsimilarresults.However,
time periods.This resultpromptedEbiharaet al. [1999]
recent modeling results have not been able to confirm
to undertake a theoretical simulation. They found that
this. Jordanovaet al. [1996, 1998] have shownthat
charge exchange is the most important collisional loss for relatively low energies(below approximately150
mechanism, but not necessarilythat it is the most im- keV), there wasindeeda proportionalitybetweenDst
and ENA flux. In addition, the asymmetriesof the magportant lossprocess. Using time-dependent convection
netic field could causesingleinjectionsto exhibit oscilmodels,Fok et al. [1995]and Kozyraet al. [1998]found
latory ENA production as the injected particlestravel
that in addition to charge exchange loss, convection
loss through the dayside magnetopause,and Coulomb
collision loss, other loss processesmust be operating.

around

the Earth.

In this paper we will calculate the total charge exchangeenergy escaperate out of the ring current usLiemohnet al. [1999]demonstrated
that the convective
ing direct measurementsof ENAs. Becausethe ENAs
lossthrough the dayside magnetopauseis dominant.
are the product of chargeexchange,the calculationof
the charge-exchangecontributioncan be performeddi1LosAlamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico.
rectly, unlike past estimates, which could only be in2The JohnsHopkins University Applied PhysicsLaboratory,

Laurel, Maryland.

ferred from the in situ measurements of ring current
ions.

3Center for Space Physics,Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts.

2. Theory

Copyright
2001by theAmerican
Geophysical
Union.

In order to calculatethe chargeexchangecontribution
to the energylossfrom the ring current, we need to be
able to calculate the total energy carried out of the ring
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currentdue to ENAs, dEENn/dt, and the total energy
lossfrom the ring current, dWp/dt.
The total ENA energy escapeis simply the integral

TO RING

AB

B0

CURRENT

-

Wp

Wx•

DECAY

.

(5)

over energy, solid angle, and spaceof the unidirectional
ENA production rate,

Since AB cannot be measured, an often used approximationis Dst*, which is the Dst index corrected
for solar wind dynamicpressureIBurton et al., 1975;
McPherron,1997],

dt _
- dE
dEENA
E d3r d2•
d3r
d2•
dE
dr'

Dst* - Dst - bv• + c,

and the unidirectional differential ENA productionrate

(6)

where
b- 0.2nTv/eV/cm
3 and
c- 20nT.
The
estimated total energyin the ring current is thus

is

Dst*

-

d5n
d3r d2• dE dt

= crnH jlON,

(2)

where cris the chargeexchangecrosssection,nH is the
geocoronal neutral density, and jIoN is the ion flux.

and the total estimated energy escape rate out of the
ring current is

Theunitsoftheleft-handsidearethus(cm3srkeVs)-1

dWp

Thus by substitution, the ENA energy escaperate is

dt

simply

(7)

B0

=

dDst*

(8)

Bo

We are thus interested in measuring how much of

dWp/dt (equation (8)) can be accountedfor with
dEzNA/dt (equation(3)).
It should be mentioned

An important point to notice here is that the integral
is over the product crnHj•rON. This means that the
resulting computation of the energy escapedependsnot
on correct specificationof the absolutemagnitude of
nil, and j•rON separately, but only on the specification
of the absolute magnitude of the product. The radial
shape of the neutral density is much better known than
its absolutevalue at any given time. This point will be
elaborated

on in section 4.

in this context

that

there

is

still much debate regarding the connection between the
ring current and the Dst index. The debate focuses
primarily on whether D st is solely or mostly due to the

ring current [i.e., Kamide et al., 1998; Greenspanand
Hamilton, 2000; Turner et al., 2000, also A.M. Jorgensenet al., A statistical study of the global structure
of the ring current, submitted to Journal of Geophysi-

cal Research,2000]. In this paper we implicitlyassume
that Dst* (as calculatedfrom equation(6)) is entirely

To estimate the total energy lossfrom the ring cur- due to the ring current.
rent, we will usethe Dessler-Parker-Sckopke
(DPS) relation [DesslerandParker, 1959;$ckopke,1966],which 3. Data Set
is a method for estimating the total energyof ring curFor this study we use the Polar ComprehensiveEn-

rent particles. The DPS relation,
AB

=

2 Wp

(4)

B0
3 WM'
presents a relationship between the energy of particles

(Wp) in a magneticdipole field with energyWM, and
the relative magnetic disturbance created at the location of the magnetic dipole. /30 is the magnetic field
measured at a given radial location R0 in the dipole
equator, and WM is integrated outside that radial distance. Thus for the Earth, typically /30 is considered
the magnetic field at the dipole equator on the surface
of the Earth, while WM is the energy of the portion
of the field that is outside the Earth. This expression
is derived for nonconductingconditions. If there is a
uniformly conductingsphere at the origin with radius

ergeticParticle and Pitch Angle/ImagingProton Spectrometer(CEPPAD/IPS) data set. The instrumenthas
nine look directions and usesthe spin of the spacecraft
to sample the complete unit sphere in up to 288 pixels.
See, for example, Figure 1 and Figure 2c of Henderson

et al. [1997]for an illustrationof the viewinggeometry.
For a complete description of the instrument, see/3lake

et al. [1995].The instrumentmeasures
ionsandneutrals

with energiesbetween 17.5 keV and 1500 keV. The instrument is not capable of distinguishingbetweenENAs
and ions. However, the distinction can be inferred from
the pitch angle distribution. ENAs tend to be a relatively weak signal arriving from the Earth direction and
show no symmetry with respect to the magnetic field.
When Polar passesthrough the polar caps where the
R0, then a multiplicative factor greater than 1, and no energeticion fluxes are very low, these weak directional
greater than 1.5, must be included on the the right- ENA signalsbecomeclear. Polar spendsapproximately
hand side of equation (4). In this paper we assume half its time in the polar caps, thus providing a 50%
a perfectly conducting Earth, which correspondsto a duty cycle with a repeat period of 18 hours.
multiplicative factor of 1.5, so that the DPS relation
For this paper we analyze the March 10, 1998 storm.
becomes
The Dst time series for the March 10, 1998, storm is
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Figure 1. Dst index for the March 10, 1998, magneticstorm. The three vertical linesmark the
beginningof the main phase,fast recoveryphase,and slow recoveryphase.

shown in Figure 1. During the time interval March 10,
1998, 0000 UT, to March 13, 1998, at 0000 UT, we
computed cleaned ENA images on the hour whenever
Polar was in the polar caps.
The cleaning procedure involvesremoving non-ENA
contamination in the images. There are two types of
contamination: sunlight and earthlight response, and
a uniform background count rate due to low levels of
ions in the polar caps, as well as electronic noise in
the instrument. We start with the 96-s average data
sets. These data are manually checkedfor sunlight and
earthlight contamination, and contaminated pixels are
marked as bad. Next the ion and noise backgroundwas
subtracted. The noisewas computed separatelyfor each
of the nine look directions

as the median

count rate in

that look direction. Then the noisewas subtracted, and
counting uncertainty on each pixel was computed.
Finally, 15 rain worth of 96-s averageimageswere averaged together, and the counting uncertainty was carried through the addition. The resulting data set consistedof 34 time intervals, sampled in sevenenergy bins

modeling approach,in which parametersto a model are
varied until an ENA image simulated from the model
matches sufficientlywell with the measuredENA image.
We used a modification of the 10-parameter model

presentedby Roelofet al. [1992, 1993] and Chaseand
Roelof[1995].The modificationsconsisted
of fixingfour
of the parameters: dL• = 0.333, dL2 = 1.0, k2 = 0,
and 02 = 0, thereby effectively creating a six-parameter

model. We usedthe model of Rairden et al. [1986]as
the neutral atmosphere model. We used an efficient

line minimizationtechnique[Brent, 1973;Lau, 1995]to
optimize the fits. Seethe descriptionof Hendersonet al.

[1999]for moredetails.
For each of the 238 ENA images, the forward modeling procedure is applied. The result is six parameters
for eachimage. The six parameterscompletelydescribe

the functionjIoN in equation (3) in eachof the seven
energy bins. For each of the seven energy bins, equation (3) is calculatedusingthe same•H andcrthat were

used to obtain the six model parameters. Finally, the
ENA energyescaperate calculatedfor the sevenchan(17.5-22.6keV, 22.6-30.3keV, 30.3-41.4keV, 41.4-55.9 nels is summed to yield the total ENA energy escape

keV, 55.9-75.9keV, 79.5-103keV, and 103-142keV), for

rate.

a total of 238 images. We do not show images in this
paper, but several sample images were given by Hen-

from earlier.

At this point we reiterate and expand on a statement
Since we use the same •H in both the

dersonet al. [1997,1999]

forwardmodel and in the integrationin equation (3),
the absolute magnitude of •H cancelsout. In other
words,we only needto know •H to within a multiplica4. Analysis
rive constant in order to perform the calculation. This
The first step in the analysis is to extract the ENA greatly improvesthe amountof trust we can put in the
sourcefunction(equation(2)). We wish to determine results,for the radial shape of the geocoronaldensity is
known much better than its absolute magnitude. The
latter varies daily with solar activity, while the former
is controlledby processesthat do not dependmuch on
solar activity. Furthermore, becausethe forward modeling involvesa division by the chargeexchangecross
section, or, and the energy calculation involvesmultidersonet al. [1999]and Roelof [1987]. It is a forward plying by it, crcancelsout of the computation,and we

at every point in space the production rate of ENAs.
The ENA sourcefunction is the product of the ion flux
j•roN, the neutral density nil, and the chargeexchange
crosssectionor. We use a fixed model for •H, a constant
for or,and a parameterized model for the ion flux. This
extraction method has been describedin detail by Hen-

1934
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Figure 2. ENA energy escaperate for the March 10, 1998, storm.
can chooseany values we want for a. In essencewe are
using a procedure for extracting jlON to extract the
parametersfor the product a nH j•o•v. If we were ultimately interestedin the valuesof jlON separately,we
would of courseneed to specifya nH correctly.

compute the estimated total ring current energy shown
in Figure 4. Now, becauseof short-term fluctuations in
the ring current energy, it is not convenientto simply
take the derivative of it in order to obtain the ring current energy loss. Smoothing is also not feasible,sincea
The ENA energyescaperate is shownin Figure 2. window of at least 24 hours would be requiredto smooth
These numbers are calculated under the assumption the data sufficiently. This would severely distort the
that all the measuredENAs are hydrogen.The instru- computed ring current energy loss rate. A better apment threshold to hydrogen is 17.5 keV, whereas its proach is to fit reasonablefunctional forms to the decay

thresholdto oxygenis approximately60 keV. Because phase(the portion after the peak). We chosetwo funcof the steep energy spectrum, the ENAs are dominated tional forms to fit. One consistedof two exponentials,
by particles near the lower threshold. This means that
if all measuredENAs wereoxygeninsteadof hydrogen,
the calculatedenergieswouldhaveto be approximately
TO
T1
doubled. However,in this paper we will concentrateon
the late recoveryphase,when high-energyoxygenis not and the other consistedof a straight line plus an expo-

ERc
--aoexp(--(t
- to))+alexp(-(t
- to)),(9)

expected.

nential,

Usingequation(6) we can computeDst* (shownin
Figure3) from Dst (shownin Figure1). We usedthe
Wind/Solar Wind Experimentcalculateddynamicpressurefor this correction.Then, usingequation(7) we

-(tT1- t0)),
ERe-- max(a0
- (t - to)ao,
0)+ aI exp(
•-0

5O

0

-50
-100
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Figure 3. Dst* for the March 10, 1998, storm.
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Figure 4. Estimatedtotal ring currentenergyas derivedfrom Dst* (solidline), and fit of two
exponentials(dottedline), and a straightline plusan exponential(dashedline) to the recovery
phase.

with the straight line representingthe fast decay. In
Figure 4 the two exponentials are shown as a dotted

5. Results

line with parameters[a0, r0, a•, r•]=[20.60 x 10•5J,

and

Discussion

As we examine Figure 5, we can see that during the

0.363days,
1.97x 10•5J,5.58days],
whilethe straight late decay of the storm, March 12, the measured ENAs
line plus an exponential is shown as a dashed line with

can account for, on average, 75% of the estimated to-

parameters[a0, r0, a•, r•1=[3.90x 10•J, 1.406days, tal energy loss from the ring current. The two fitted
2.48x 10•5J,4.01days
1. Time to waschosen
as 0000 models of the ring current energy decay rate are also in
UT on March 10, 1998.

closeagreement during this time period. Our results are

Then, taking the time derivativesof equations(9) in good agreement with previous expectations for this
and (10), we obtain the estimatedtotal ring current phaseof the storm [e.g., Hamilton et al., 1988; Daglis,
energylossfor these two models. It is plotted in Fig- 1997],namely,that chargeexchangeof ring currentproure 5. We immediately notice that the two modelsyield
quite differentenergyescaperates for the early recovery
phase, but that they are consistentfor the late decay.
Finally, the measuredENA energyescaperate is plotted in Figure 5 as "+"-signs.

50

tons dominates the late decay of the ring current. However, whereas these conclusionswere indirectly arrived
at in the past, the present results demonstrate the first
direct measurements of the product of the charge exchange decay.

' '

40-

30-

20-

10-

0 •

ß

10

12
March

13

1998

Figure 5. Energyescaperate out of the ring current, as measuredby Polar (+), as calculated
from two exponentialfits (dotted line), and as calculatedfrom a line plus an exponentialfit
(dashedline)
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Next, let us examinethe fast recovery.During this
phasethere wasa data gap as the Polar satellitepassed
through the radiation belts where it is unable to measureENAs. However,the measurements
near the peak
of the storm(late on March11) canreasonably
betaken
as being indicative of the early fast recoveryphase.
However,there are two importantpointsin this regard.

First, weseethat the twomodelsin Figure5 yieldquite
differentenergylossrate time profilesduringthe fast
recoveryphase.However,if we examineFigure4, they
bothappearto fit the ringcurrentenergyprofileequally
well. Thereforeit is impossibleto tell whether the energylossis veryrapidduringthe earlyfastrecovery,
and
decreases
later duringthe fast recovery,or whetherit is
nearlyconstantthroughoutthe fast recoveryphase.In
either case,however,we find that the measuredENAs

canonly accountfor a smallfractionof the ring current
energyloss(Figure5). This is, as mentionedearlier,
underthe assumption
that all ENAs measured
are hydrogen.If all the ENAs measuredduringthe fast recovery are oxygen,then we wouldneedto approximately

TO RING CURRENT

DECAY

rough proportionality between Dst and the count rate
of ENAs with energy 17.5 keV. However,they alsonoted
that near the peak of the storm and during the early
recoveryphase,there was a tendency for the ENA count
rate to overshoot

relative

to Dst.

We can examine

this

quantitatively. We know that during the late phasethe
decaytime is 5.6 or 4.0 days, dependingon which model
we fit to the estimated ring current energy. If we thus
divide the ring current energyin Figure 4 by this decay
time, we obtain a predicted ENA energy escape rate,
based on the same mechanism, spectrum, and species
as during the slow recoveryphase. This result is plotted
in Figure 6. In this figure the dashedline representsa
4.0-day decay time, and the dotted line representsa
5.6-day decay time. We, of course, find that during
the late decay phase there is good agreement between
this model and the data, sincewe used data during this
period to build the model. However, near the peak of
the storm, we seethat the measuredENA energy flux is
50-100% larger. What this meansis that the decaytime
of the ENAs

that we measure is two thirds to half of the

doublethis figure. This would put the measuredENA

decaytime of the ENAs measuredduring the late decay
energy escapein better agreementwith the fitted mod- phase. There can be severalreasonsfor this, including
els. However,it would requirethat the ring current differentenergyspectra,different spatial distributions,
oxygenis dominatedby energiesabove60 keV, which and different species.
is an unlikelyscenario.Therefore,at the present,there

are still someambiguitiesconcerning
the fast recovery 6. Conclusion

mechanism.However,it is quite clear from the late decay measurementsthat the technique used works and
We find that during the late, slow recoveryphaseof
providesan accuratemeasureof the ENA energyloss. a magnetic storm, ENAs with energy above 17.5 keV
In a future paper we will processdifferentstormsthat can accountfor 75% of the estimatedtotal energyloss
yield a better pictureof the fast decay.
from the ring current. While this has already been inHavingnowconfirmed
the sourceof the slowdecay,it ferred indirectly by in situ ion measurements,our mea-

wouldbe interestingto seeif the ENA emissions
during surementspresent the first direct measurement of the
the fast decayare consistent
with the samedecaytime product of the chargeexchangereaction, thereby prov-

(implyingsimilarmechanisms
andspectra)asthe slow ing that chargeexchangeof protons dominatesduring
decay.Jorgensen
et al. [1997]showedthat therewasa

that phase. During the fast recoveryphasewe find that
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Figure 6. Predictedring current energylossfrom ENAs assumingsamedistributionas during

the slowrecoveryphase,for all times. ShownarePolar-measured
ENA escaperate (+), prediction
usingslowdecayfromtwo exponentials
(dottedline), and predictionusingslowdecayfromline
plusan exponential(dashedline)
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the measured ENAs can only account for a small fracaccompanying storm activity: Ring current evolution, J.
Geophys.Res., 103, 79, 1998.
tion of the ring current energy loss, but also that the
ENAs are emitted at a rate corresponding
to a shorter Jorgensen,A.M., H. E. Spence, M. G. Henderson, G. D.
Reeves, M. Sugiura, and T. Kamei, Global energetic neulifetime than that of the late decay phase. In a future
tral atom (ENA) measurements
and their associationwith
paper we will more closelyexamine the fast recovery
the Dst index, Geophys.Res. Lett., 2•, 3173, 1997.
and compare it to numerical models.
Kamide, Y., et al., Current understanding of magnetic
storms: Storm/substormrelationships,J. Geophys.Res.,
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